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Probing the anisotropic early Universe

The early Universe as window to new physics  

Gravitational waves 

▶ Phase transitions at strong coupling 

▶ The NANOGrav hint for a stochastic GW signal 

CMB spectral distortions 

▶ Complementary probe of GW sources 
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Thermal history and particle physics 
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The early Universe

Key to many open questions in particle physics 
▶ What is dark matter, and how is it made 

▶ What is the origin of matter 

▶ What is the dynamics of inflation and reheating 

Thermal equilibrium wipes out information 

Observable traces from anisotropies and non-equilibrium
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Example: Gravitational waves from phase transitions 

Broken symmetries are  
restored at high T 

Symmetry breaking phase  
transitions 
▶ Cross-over in SM 

▶ First order possible in BSM 

FOPT source GWs 

Cosmological GW 
background observable 
today! 
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Probing the anisotropic early Universe

The early Universe as window to new physics  

Gravitational waves 

▶ Phase transitions at strong coupling 

▶ The NANOGrav hint for a stochastic GW signal 
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QCD like dark sectors 

Nonabelian  dark sector, confinement scale  

 light/massless dark quarks  

SU(N) Λd

nf
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nf = 0 nf > 0

Glueball DM 
 

PT from center 
symmetry restoration 

First order

Dark Baryons 
or Dark Pions 

Chiral Symmetry Breaking 

First order for nf ≥ 3



Quantitative predictions? 

Neither lattice nor holography alone suitable 

We use improved holographic QCD  
▶ Confinement in IR ( ) 

▶ Yang Mills beta function in UV ( ) 

Fix parameters: 
▶  to reproduce 2 loop YM  

running in UV  

▶  fit to reproduce SU(3)  
lattice thermodynamics in IR 

λ → ∞
λ → 0

V0, V2

V1, V3
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Potential
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Thermodynamics
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The phase transition in ihQCD

Hawking Page transition, with small 
BH acting as instanton 

To compute bounce action, need 
effective action (or free energy)  
along the full path  

Interpolate between big and  
small BH solutions  
▶ Do some hard work… 

▶ Win :) 
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Thermodynamics
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Effective action for tunnelling

20

• Interpolate between big and small BH


• Choose an order parameter (  or )


• Violate the condition 


➡ BH not thermal eq.


➡ Conical singularity


• Regularize the metric and compute the 
contribution to the action

rh λh

Th = T

Morgante, Ramberg, PS, 2210.11821



Effective potential and GW spectrum

Bounce action 

Tunneling rate 

Allows us to compute GW  
parameters 

▶ So far:  

▶ Agrees with estimates based on  
effective theories and lattice data  
(e.g. Halverson+ 2012.04071, Huang+ 2012.11614,  
March-Russell+ 1505.07109)

Nc = 3, nf = 0
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Effective potential
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• Stationary points <—> regular solutions:


• Big BH: min


• Small BH: max


•  —> Big BH are stable


•  —> No BH solution (no deconfined phase)

T > Tc

T < Tmin
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Bubble nucleation
• O(3) invariant bounce solutions


• Tunnelling rate:


• Nucleation: 


• Percolation: Universe ~ filled with confined phase bubbles 

Γ ≈ H4
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Bubble nucleation
• O(3) invariant bounce solutions


• Tunnelling rate:


• Nucleation: 


• Percolation: Universe ~ filled with confined phase bubbles 

Γ ≈ H4
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FIG. 3. Gravitational wave spectra estimated with our e↵ec-
tive action for IHQCD and the projected sensitivity curves for
future GW experiments: Square Kilometer Array (SKA) [2],
µAres [74], LISA [1], DECIGO/BBO [3], Einstein Telescope
(ET) [75], and Cosmic Explorer (CE) [76]. For illustration, we
choose a critical temperature Tc = 50MeV and Tc = 100GeV,
and the contours denote vw = 1 (grey), vw = 0.1 (red) and
vw = 0.01 (blue).

haviour of known strongly coupled theories. Refs. [25, 34]
study the WSS model, which can reproduce qualitative
features of QCD. Refs. [80–82] also use holography to
model the phase transition of QCD-like theories, however
they do not calculate �/H and instead choose an opti-
mistic value. Our study suggests that their GW signal
predictions are grossly over-estimated because of this.

The resulting GW spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Even
for the most optimistic case of highly relativistic bubble
walls, the signal is out of reach for next generation GW
detectors. However, we expect a magnification of the
GW signals for larger Nc due to additional supercooling
from delaying nucleation by having additional degrees
of freedom. We intend to elaborate on this in future
work by utilizing the methods presented here for SU(3)
case to the SU(Nc) case. Additional questions left for
future work are the inclusion of flavor to study chiral
symmetry breaking/confinement, the glueball spectra for
Nc > 3 and the impact of an axion on the deconfinement
temperature.
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schaft (DFG), Project No. 438947057 and by the Clus-
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No. 39083149).



Probing the anisotropic early Universe

The early Universe as window to new physics  

Gravitational waves 

▶ Phase transitions at strong coupling 

▶ The NANOGrav hint for a stochastic GW signal 

CMB spectral distortions 

▶ Complementary probe of GW sources 
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What is a Pulsar Timing Array? 



13

arXiv:2009.04496

Fit with free spectrum (violins) 
or simple power law signals

Strong preference over BG only 
hypothesis (Bayes factor > 10’000)

hc( f ) = AGWB ( f
fyear )

α

γ = 3 − 2α



GWs are quadrupole radiation 

Angular correlation in pulsar response (Helling Downs) 
 

No conclusive evidence for 
HD correlation (yet) 

14

NANOGrav (kind of) detected stochastic GW background!

Significant Strain at low frequencies

No 4� evidence for Quadrupole

from NANOGrav colaboration: 2009.04496

Whispers from the dark side 2 / 13Signal/hint also seen in PPTA, EPTA and IPTA now - waiting for more data! 



Fit with broken power laws: PTs and axions 
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Wolfram Ratzinger & PS, 2009.11875



Fit with Phase Transition

Generic PT parameterisation, best fit with PT at temperatures in 
few MeV range 

A dark sector at the few MeV scale?  X17?!? Neutrino masses? 
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Wolfram Ratzinger & PS, 2009.11875



Phase transitions revisited

Fit to  
all PTA  
data 

Also: 
Model  
exclusion

17

Madge, Morgante, Puchades, Ramberg, Ratzinger, Schenk, PS, in preparation 
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Model discrimination

GW spectra, chirality 
▶ With more PTA data (+ other GW detectors) 

Cosmology 
▶ Many sources contribute to  , should not upset BBN 

▶ Requires concrete models  

CMB spectral distortions 
▶ Strong GW sources imply large anisotropies “somewhere” 
▶ Anisotropies couple at least gravitationally to SM plasma 
▶ We are close to CMB decoupling → spectral distortions 

Neff

19



Example GW source: Annihilating domain walls 

Spectral distortions already probe parameter space 

Complementary to GW probes, can break degeneracy  
▶ Multi-messenger cosmology

20

Ramberg, Ratzinger & PS, 2209.14313



Probing sub-MeV phase transitions 

Can also directly probe the scalar (density) fluctuations 
induced by PTs in a dark or visible sector 

More sensitive! Multi-messenger cosmology! 
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Figure 13. Current and future constraints on a first order phase transition at temperature T⇤ releasing a

relative energy ↵ into the SM-plasma. For temperatures below ⇡ 2MeV the released energy ↵ leads to tensions

in BBN and CMB measurements of the baryon to photon ratio (blue). The sound waves caused by the phase

transition source GWs that can explain the NANOGrav hint (orange, filled) and in the future can be detected

over a wide range of parameter space (orange line). The green area and lines show the current and future

sensitivity to spectral distortions caused by the sound waves. At temperatures above ⇡ 1MeV the sound

waves and therefore spectral distortions are expected to be reduced due to damping by neutrino di↵usion.

and replacing ↵d ! ↵ as there is now only one fluid present.10 Since the walls now directly source
the acoustic energy in the baryon-photon fluid, we no longer rely on the gravitational coupling and
therefore simply have

✏ac(k) =
(↵)↵

1 + ↵

r
2

⇡

k
3

k3⇤
exp

✓
�

k
2

2k2⇤

◆
, (5.11)

with k⇤ = a⇤�/
p
3.

The results are shown in Fig. 13. An energy injection around or after BBN at T ⇡ 1 MeV leads to
a possible tension between the baryon to photon ratio obtained from BBN and CMB measurements.
The resulting current bound on ↵ and its temperature dependence has been investigated in [100], and
we show it in blue. As can be seen, this bound already excludes a decent chunk of the 2�-region to the
NANOGrav fit (orange, filled). However we find that the remaining region can be probed by future
distortion experiments, provided that our above estimate holds. Furthermore we obtain a significant
overlap of the parameter space testable by SKA and spectral distortions.

The previously mentioned conclusions come, however, with the following caveat: At the beginning
of BBN around T ⇡ 1 MeV, the neutrinos decoupled from the rest of the SM plasma. Similar to
the decoupling of photons, one has to expect that all perturbations on subhorizon scales might be
significantly damped due to the di↵usion of neutrinos. We anticipate that this e↵ect would reduce
the reach of distortion searches past temperatures of 1 MeV. The previously mentioned e↵ect covers
a significant region of the viable parameter space shown by the red line in Fig. 13. For transition
temperatures close to 1 MeV, in that region, it is plausibly a reduction in the GW amplitude as their
emission and the damping by ⌫-di↵usion are taking place simultaneously. We leave a detailed study
of these e↵ects to future work.

10
For transition temperatures below ⇡ 1 MeV the neutrinos are decoupled and there are technically two sectors. Since

the energy in the baryon-photon fluid is still ⌦� ⇡ 1, we make this simplifying assumption.
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NANOGrav
best fit

SKA reach  
for GWs
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Probing the anisotropic early Universe - Summary

GWs and CMB spectral distortions probe non-equilibrium 
dynamics in the early Universe  

Progress understanding strongly coupled PTs using 
improved holographic QCD 

Interesting hints for a stochastic GW background at very 
low frequencies (MeV scale new physics) 

CMB spectral distortions provide a complementary probe 
of GW sources 

22
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Frequency ranges
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FIG. 2. Noise curves (left) and PLI sensitivity curves (right) for various gravitational wave observa-
tories. Dashed black lines in the left-hand plot indicate the expected magnitude of several important
backgrounds, in particular super-massive black hole binaries (SMBHB) [55, 56], and galactic [57, 58] as
well as extra-galactic [59, 60] compact binaries (CB). In determining the power-law integrated sensitivity
curves (as well as in the toy model analyses presented in Section III), we assume that the SMBHB back-
ground will eventually be resolvable, while the CB background will remain unresolved. In the right-hand
plot, we also show example spectra generated by a phase transition at T nuc = 10GeV and with ↵ = 0.1,
�/H = 10 for both runaway and non-runaway bubbles. The parameter choices made for forthcoming
experiments are given in Appendix B, and the data underlying our noise curves and PLI sensitivity curves
can be found in the ancillary material.

noise ratio (SNR) ⇢. A stochastic gravitational wave background is detectable if the signal-to-
noise is greater than a certain threshold value ⇢thr, which is either given by the experimental
collaborations or extracted from existing data as described in Appendix B.

The optimal-filter cross-correlated signal-to-noise is [6, 61]4

⇢
2 = 2 tobs

fmaxZ

fmin

df


h
2⌦GW(f)

h2⌦e↵(f)

�2
, (27)

where tobs is the duration of the observation, (fmin, fmax) is the detector frequency band, and
h
2⌦e↵(f) is the e↵ective noise energy density, i.e. the noise spectrum expressed in the same units

as the spectral gravitational wave energy density [61]. See Appendix B 1 for more details.
To make the comparison between the predicted signal and the noise even simpler, it has

become standard practice to quote so-called power-law integrated (PLI) sensitivity curves [61].
They are obtained by assuming the gravitational wave spectrum follows a power law with spectral
index b, i.e.

h
2⌦GW(f) = h

2⌦b

✓
f

f̄

◆
b

, (28)

where h2⌦b is the gravitational wave energy density at the arbitrarily chosen reference frequency
f̄ . According to Eq. (27), such a power-law signal is detectable if

h
2⌦b > h

2⌦thr
b

⌘
⇢thr

p
2tobs

2

64
fmaxZ

fmin

df

 �
f/f̄

�
b

h2⌦e↵(f)

!2
3

75

� 1
2

. (29)

4
For the case of a single-detector auto-correlated analysis, the factor 2 in Eq. (27) has to be dropped.
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Messengers II: Photons 

Emitted at  

Equilibrium phyiscs 
▶ almost perfect black body 

spectrum 

Non-equilibrium physics  
can distort the spectrum 
▶ Probe of  

temperatures 

T ∼ 1 eV

keV − MeV
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Spectral distortions? 

Around , 
photon number is frozen 

Any energy added to the 
photons leads to a so 
called  distortion 

Energy source we 
consider here: 
Gravitational damping of 
dark sector fluctuations 

104 ≲ z ≲ 106

μ

26
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Spectral distortions from dark sector anisotropies 

Assume decoupled dark 
sector,  

Large fluctuations 
 

▶ Gravitationally induced  
sound waves in  
photons  

Resulting  distortions 

Ωd ≪ 1

δd = δρd /ρd ∼ 1

ϵac

μ

27
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Example source I: Dark sector phase transition

28

Note:  fixed to satisfy  constraints Ωd Neff Ramberg, Ratzinger & PS, 2209.14313



Example source II: Annihilating domain walls 

Already probes allowed parameter space 

Complementary to GW probes, can break degeneracy  
▶ Multi-messenger cosmology

29
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Source III: (global) cosmic strings 

Note: Local strings mainly radiate from small loops and are thus NOT 
an efficient source of spectral distortions 
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Example source IV: Audible axions… 

Not yet…  

Results for scalar 
toy model 

Constraints not  
as strong since  
fluctuations are  
not horizon size 

Expect better sensitivity for axion 
fragmentation 

31
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Signal properties

33Figure 3: Example output of the ’PTPlot’ tool. The plot shows the expected GW power spectrum

and the LISA sensitivity curve.

methods for going beyond the standard approach and the corresponding uncertainties as they

relate to LISA.

The majority of GW predictions in specific BSM scenarios rely on the computation of

the e↵ective potential V [{�i}], through a perturbative expansion to one- or sometimes two-

loop order in four dimensions (4D). Here, {�i} denotes the set of scalar fields involved in the

transition (the order parameters). Under the assumption that the {�i} are homogeneous,

one may compute the finite temperature corrections to the classical potential. The global

minimum of the e↵ective potential then corresponds to the finite temperature expectation

value of the fields. The order of the transition is determined by whether this minimum

changes continuously (second order/cross-over) or discontinuously (first order) as a function

of temperature. The parameter ↵ follows directly from the e↵ective potential, while �/H⇤

and T⇤ can be determined by computing the action of the bounce solution, which follows from

the Euclidean equations of motion for the scalar(s) again utilizing the e↵ective potential.

An alternative method that has received renewed interest lately is to investigate the phase

diagram and determine the GW parameters by computing the e↵ective action using numerical

Monte-Carlo lattice simulations. This method was instrumental in establishing that the

minimal Standard Model does not have a first order phase transition at the physical value

of the Higgs mass [2]. By considering the e↵ective action rather than just the e↵ective

potential, no assumption is made about homogeneity of the fields, and mixed configurations

(such as bubbles) contribute. Issues related to the well-known infrared divergences of finite

temperature perturbation theory are automatically avoided in this approach, allowing for

theoretically robust and accurate predictions. The computation may be done in full 4D

simulations of an e↵ective bosonic model [3], but because of the numerical e↵ort involved,

parameter scans are more feasible in simulations of e↵ective 3D models that are matched

onto the 4D theory at high temperature through a procedure known as dimensional reduction

20



Combine both approaches

Improved holographic QCD 
 
  
▶ AdS Einstein-dilaton gravity    4D CFT 

▶ Dilaton potential  

▶ Dilaton  ’t Hooft coupling  

▶ … 

▶ Solutions of EOM    phases of SU(N)

↔
V(Φ)

λ = exp Φ ↔ λt = Ncg2
YM

↔

34
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Improved Holographic QCD

• Scalar potential 


• Radial fifth-dim coordinate r <—> RG scale


• Scalar field  <—> ’t Hooft coupling 


• Scale factor  <—> Energy scale 


• Solutions of EOM <—> phases of 


•  fluctuations <—> scalar glueballs

V(Φ)

λ = exp Φ λt = Nc g2
YM

b(r) E = E0b(r)

SU(Nc)

Φ
6
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Other PTAs 

Parkes PTA 
(Australia)

Eu
ro

pe
an

 P
TA
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International PTA 

Combination of data,  
but using older data 

Again strong evidence 
for “something”, but 
no conclusive  
evidence for quadrupole 
correlation

arXiv:2201.03980



Not an anomaly? 

There is an expected background from supermassive black 
hole binaries (SMBHB)! 

Expected slope 
of , but  
can vary in practice 

Amplitude a bit 
high for pure 
Astro signal 
▶ Room for new physics contribution! 

γ = 13/3
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Simple power laws: Inflation or cosmic strings 

Strings work better though! 

38

Outline
Introduction

Binding to Galaxy
Hunting Cosmic Superstrings in the Galaxy

Conclusion

Cosmic Strings
Superstrings in String Theory
Cosmic Superstrings

Loops get formed from long (horizon-crossing) strings:

• The loops decay via gravitational radiation. Large loops live
longer.

• The inter-commutation probability Pic = 1 for ordinary strings,
but Pic  1 for superstrings. It can be as small as Pic ' 10�3.
(Jackson, Jones, Polchinski)

Henry Tye (with David Cherno↵) Gravitational Waves from Cosmic Superstrings

Blasi, Brdar, Schmitz, 2009.06607 Ellis, Lewicki, 2009.06555



More BHs? 

Signal from mergers “stupendously” large primordial BH?  

Only possible with large clustering!

39

Atal, Sanglas, Triantafyllou, 2012.14721

Depta, Schmidt-Hoberg, PS, Tasillo, in preparation 
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